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How do cells form tissues, organs and organisms?

!

How do single pieces come together?

How do cells form tissues, organs and organisms?

!

How do single pieces come together?



Understanding development means understanding multicellularity

Kaufmann et al. 2012



During organogenesis

and move to the

right place     

the right cells

need to proliferate or differentiate 

at the right time

How is this orchestrated? 

We need to understand processes from ‘cells to tissue’ and their mechanics



Retinal organogenesis

Neuronal LaminationNeuroepithelial
Growth

Optic cup formation PatterningGrowthShape

- How does shape arise from epithelial rearrangements? 

- How is proliferation and differentiation regulated in neuroepithelia?

- How do neuronal migration and lamination pattern the retina?



Single cell behaviour Tissue propertiesb h

GrowthShape Patterning

Retinal organogenesis
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SPECTRUM OF FATES RETINA
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DIFFERENTIATIONNEURONAL 
LAMINATION

3 days of development!

Zebrafish retina as an accessible model



Order-Chaos-Order
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Neuroepithelium Migration 
and Lamination

Lamination30 hpf 56 hpf 80 hpf30 hpf 56 hpf 80 hpf



Lightsheet Z.1 (Zeiss)

Light sheet microscopy for quantitative experiments
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Reduction of phototoxicity



Experiments over dozens of embryos
Ath5 Gap-GFP

Quantitative analysis of 
- Stereotypicity
- Plasticity 
- Robustness 

of cell and tissue behaviour
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PSEUDOSTRATIFIED
NEUROEPITHELIUM

The pseudostratified retinal neuroepithelia



What are pseudostratified epithelia?

!

! Densely packed

! Single layer of elongated cells

! Cells are polarized

! Nuclei can be localized at any 

position along the apico-basal 

axis in interphase

! Mitosis always occurs apically
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Why care about pseudostratified epithelia?

Meyer et al. 2
011et al. 2011et al. et al. 20112011

Ferrer-Vaquer et al., 
2010

Girós et al. 
2007

essential role, as opening a small hole through the neuroectodermal
epithelium did not substantially affect eye-cup formation.

Four phases of 3D eye-cup morphogenesis
We then continued to analyse the morphogenetic process in 3D, using
a specially assembled multi-photon live-imaging system in combina-
tion with a full-sized CO2/O2 incubator (Fig. 2a and Supplementary
Fig. 2a, b), which allows a constant, healthy culture environment for a
week or longer (see Fig. 2b and Supplementary Movie 2, part a, for an
example of the time-lapse deep imaging). The invagination process
consisted of four consecutive phases (Fig. 2c, d and Supplementary
Movie 2, parts b, c), consistent with in vivo development26. On day 6,
the evaginated vesicle was hemispherical in shape (phase 1). In phase
2, occurring around day 7, the distal portion of the vesicle became
flattened (Supplementary Fig. 2c). Subsequently, in phase 3, the angle
at the joint (hinge) between the neural retina and RPE domains
became narrower or even acute (Fig. 2e). Then, on day 8, the neural
retina epithelium started to expand as an apically convex structure,
forming a cup via progressive invagination (phase 4).

The microfilament system has been implicated as a key internal
regulator in various aspects of epithelial morphogenesis and is often
regulated by the Rho-ROCK system27. The invagination morphogenesis
(including flattening and hinge formation) was blocked when the cul-
ture was treated with the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (ref. 28) (which is
known to attenuate myosin activity) from phase 1 or 2 (Fig. 2f and data

not shown; invagination 0%, n 5 30, both phases). A similar effect was
seen with the myosin inhibitor blebbistatin (data not sown). In contrast,
when Y-27632 was added after the hinge appeared, the neural retina
reproducibly continued to invaginate at phase 4 (40 6 3.9%, n 5 30,
three experiments; Fig. 2g), indicating a phase-specific dependence
(phases 1–3) of morphogenesis on ROCK activity.

At phase 4, the invaginating neural retina epithelium expanded
substantially both in the tangential and vertical directions, whereas
the RPE domain (particularly in its distal part) expanded exclusively
tangentially (Supplementary Fig. 2e–g). Treatment with the mitotic
inhibitor aphidicolin29 from late phase 3 onwards efficiently blocked
the invagination progress during phase 4 (Fig. 2h, i and Supplemen-
tary Movie 3) as well as tissue expansion and cell proliferation
(Supplementary Fig. 2h–j), indicating that tissue expansion has an
essential role in the phase-4 morphogenesis.

Stepwise acquisition of domain-specific properties
Detailed 3D analysis showed that, whereas the entire phase-1 vesicle
consisted of simple columnar epithelium, the epithelial cells of the
RPE, neural retina and hinge domains at phase 4 exhibited distinct
morphologies, reminiscent of their shapes in vivo26: columnar epithelial
cells, pseudo-stratified cells, and apically narrow wedge-shaped cells,
respectively (Fig. 3a, Supplementary Fig. 2d, bottom, and Supplemen-
tary Movie 2, part d; no wedge-shaped cells appeared at the hinge in
culture pre-treated with either Y-27632 or blebbistatin; data not
shown).

Both in vitro and in vivo, neural retina invagination occurs via
unique apically convex invagination, in contrast to the well studied
apically concave invagination seen in vertebrate neural-tube formation
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Figure 1 | Self-formation of an optic-cup-like structure in 3D culture of ES
cell aggregates. a–e, SFEBq/matrigel culture. a–e, Self-formation of vesicles
expressing Rx–GFP (a–c) and Pax6 (d), but not Sox1–GFP (e). f–i, Rx–GFP1

eye-cup structures on day 9 (strongly and weakly in the neural retina (NR) and
RPE portions, respectively). h, i, The inner portion strongly expressed Chx10
(h) and Rx and moderately expressed Pax6 (i) on day 9. j, k, The outer epithelial
shell of the cup expressed Mitf (j; day 9) and accumulated pigment on day 12
(k). l, The apical marker aPKC and laminin1 basement membrane. m, E11.5
mouse eye. n, Schematic of optic-cup self-formation. SE, surface ectoderm.
Scale bars: 200mm (b, e–f, k), 50mm (d, h, i, l), 100 mm (m).
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Figure 2 | Progressive morphogenetic changes of ES-cell-derived retinal
epithelium. a, Multi-photon device for long-term 3D live imaging. PMT,
photomultiplier. b, Surface-rendering 3D reconstruction images of
invagination. The front part (bright green) is a cross-section image. c, Optical
cross-section of Rx–GFP images (top) and laser-scanned bright-field images
(bottom; dotted lines indicate the basal side). d, Four phases during the
invagination process. e, Multi-photon optical section near the hinge at phase 4.
f, g, Effects of Y-27632 treatment (f, starting from phase 2 (ph2); g, from late
phase 3 (ph31)) on invagination. h, i, Treatment of the phase 31 neural retina
(blue) with (i) or without (j) aphidicolin. Red, 15 h later. Scale bars: 100mm
(c, h), 20mm (e).
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~100 µm

~50 µm

~30 µm

Strzyz, Matejcic, Norden International Review of Cell and Molecular Biology, 2016

Pseudostratified epithelia are diverse in length and shape

Norden, Journal of Cell Science, 2017



One phenomenon they all have in common
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INTERKINETIC NUCLEAR 
MIGRATION !
APICAL MOVEMENT OF 
NUCLEI BEFORE MITOSIS
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Apical nuclear migration occurs in G2 only

Leung…Norden 2011 Development

G2
G2
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Apical divisions are crucial to maintain tissue integrity

Strzyz …Norden Developmental Cell, 2015
How is the force generated to move nuclei apically?
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administration of a BrdU pulse at E12, the expression frequency of 
Ki67, a marker for proliferative (cycling) cells, among all GFP+BrdU+ 
cells in TAG-1–KD was comparable to the frequency in controls, 

indicating that neither acute TAG-1 deficiency nor disappearance of 
basal processes compromised the maintenance of the proliferative 
status of progenitor cells, at least until E13.
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Figure 3 TAG-1 knockdown induces  
shortening of undifferentiated progenitor  
cells by E12. Dotted lines in c,h,j,k  
indicate the apical (top) and  
basal (bottom) surfaces of cerebral  
walls. (a) Intense TAG-1 immunoreactivity  
was detected in the basal region, which  
contains the basal processes of  
progenitor cells. (b) In utero electroporation  
of TAG-1 shRNA at E10 resulted in  
reduction of TAG-1 protein by E12.  
(c) Apical accumulation of GFP-labeled  
cells in TAG-1–KD VZ. (d) Apically accumulated TAG-1–KD cells are undifferentiated (Pax6+ but negative for Ngn2, Tbr2 and BIII-tubulin). (e) Rescue  
of the knockdown phenotype by co-electroporation of an RNAi-resistant TAG-1–expression vector. (f) Morphology of progenitor cells in TAG-1−/− mice  
at E12 was normal. (g) TAG-1–KD experiments on wild-type (WT) and TAG-1−/− mice. The shortening phenotype was not obtained in TAG-1−/− mice.  
(h) The shortening phenotype was reproduced by Cre-induced RNAi (using EF1A-cre) at a density designed to yield sporadic electroporation, resulting in 
the formation of pure progenitor clones containing no neurons. (i) The shortening phenotype was not reproduced by RNAi driven by the neuron-specific 
Neurod1 promoter. (j) Progenitor shortening live-imaged in slice culture from E11 (Supplementary Movie 4). (k) Normal basal process morphology 
and INM behavior shown by cells in a control slice prepared from hemispheres of an E11 embryo that had been electroporated at E10 with constructs 
for Lyn-GFP and H2B-RFP but not TAG-1 shRNA. (l) BrdU pulse-chase experiments from E12, focusing on the GFP+ (electroporation-derived) cells. 
Percentage Ki67+BrdU+ cells was similar between control and TAG-1–KD groups (P = 0.53, Mann-Whitney U test; 9 control and 15 TAG-1–KD samples). 
Percentage Pax6+BrdU+ cells increased (P = 0.0062, Mann-Whitney U test; 5 control and 6 TAG-1–KD samples) and percentage Tbr2+BrdU+ decreased 
upon TAG-1–KD (P = 0.00017, Mann-Whitney U test, 8 control and 13 TAG-1–KD samples). **P < 0.01. Means o s.e.m. The number of cells counted 
in each section was 38–108 for Ki67, 39–121 for Pax6 and 46–159 for Tbr2. Similar results were obtained for all three parameters in pulse-chase 
performed from E11 (P = 0.74 for percentage Ki67+BrdU+ (5 control and 9 TAG-1–KD samples); P = 0.013 for percentage Pax6+BrdU+ (6 control and 
12 TAG-1–KD samples); P = 0.0027 for percentage Tbr2+BrdU+ (5 control and 11 TAG-1–KD samples); the number of cells counted in each section was 
30–156 for Ki67, 37–177 for Pax6 and 39–119 for Tbr2).
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In elongated neocortex epithelia microtubules move nuclei
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In shorter neuroepithelia actin is involved

How does actin move nuclei?
And is it all the same?



mitotic cells
nuclei
actin

Studying apical nuclear positioning in situ in zebrafish embryos
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Apical

Basal

nucleus

Hindbrain Retina

On first sight movements look similar



Hindbrain nuclei move faster and more directed than retinal nuclei
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Are nuclei exposed to different forces?
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Only retinal nuclei deform basally  during apical migration
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S G2  G2Apical

Basal

Pushing force Pulling force
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Laser 
ablation

Laser ablation to distinguish between pushing and pulling forces
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Retinal nuclei are pushed
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# concave 
deformations

HB (S) 0 out of 12

HB (G2) 0 out of 10

R (S) 0 out of 10

R (G2) 7 out of 14
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nucleus

Retinal nuclei are pushed

Differences of actin activity 
in retinal and hindbrain 
cells?



Actin is differently localized during apical nuclear migration

Different molecular 
mechanisms?!"#$%&'()#*&!



Force generation by actin

! Network contraction
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Inhibition of ROCK activity perturbs nuclear positioning only in hindbrain

Mean ± SD
nuclei

Nuclear trajectories
Stalled nuclei



Force generation by actin

! Network contraction

! Network expansion
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Mean ± SD
nuclei

Nuclear trajectories
Stalled nuclei

Inhibition of formin activity perturbs nuclear positioning only in retina



Formin3 localizes basal to the nucleus during apical migration

Formin3  
Nucleus

x/y axis x/z axis

Formin3 DN overexpression (Fmnl3ΔC) leads to nuclear stalling in the retina



Overview of drug conditions
Small molecule 

inhibitor Inhibited process
Apical migration perturbed

Hindbrain Retina
Po

sit
iv

e
co

nt
ro

ls Blebbistatin Myosin II activity ✓ ✓
Latrunculin A + 
Jasplakinolide Actin turnover ✓ ✓

Co
nt

ra
ct

io
n Rockout Rho-kinase-dependent myosin 

activation ✓ ✗
ML-7 MLCK-dependent myosin activation ✗ ✓

Ex
pa

ns
io

n ck-666 Arp2/3-dependent actin nucleation ✗ ✗
SMIFH2 Formin-dependent actin nucleation ✗ ✓

All findings were backed up with genetic conditions



Proof-of-principle toy model of formin dependent positioning
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Contractility based model also a possibility



Nuclear positioning mechanisms differ in close neuroepithelia
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Is this related to differences in tissue shape?



Basally constricted and straight tissues have different features 
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Nuclear positioning kinetics are tissue shape dependent

MHBSMHBS

MHBC



Actin distribution during nuclear positioning is tissue shape dependent

MHBSMHBS

MHBC

nuclei, actin
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Do tissue shape changes result nuclear positioning mechanism changes ?

!
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Flattening the retina leads to cell shape changes
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Cell shape changes lead to changes in apical nuclear positioning



Summary

Distinct actin-dependent mechanisms move nuclei 
in different tissues

Tissue shape influences the mechanism of 
apical migration

Yanakieva, Erzberger, Matejčić, Modes and Norden (JCB, accepted  and on BioRxiv)

In tissue morphogenesis the end result can justify the many means!



How do neurons navigate to correct positions and build 
functional interconnected layers?

Santiago Ramon y Cajal



Correct retinal lamination is a prerequisite for function

Zebrafish Retina Human Retina
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Retinal neuronal migration and lamination is complex

Zebrafish Retina

Weber...Norden, Cell Reports 2014, Chow…Harris and Norden, Development 2015, 
Icha…Norden, JCB 2016, Amini, Rocha, Norden, Frontiers, 2018



Order-Chaos-Order
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Neuroepithelium Migration 
and Lamination

Lamination30 hpf 56 hpf 80 hpf



Starting at the beginning: Retinal ganglion cell migration

Zebrafish Retina

Weber...Norden, Cell Reports 2014, Chow…Harris and Norden, Development 2015, 
Icha…Norden, JCB 2016, Amini, Rocha, Norden, Frontiers, 2018



Quantitative analysis of retinal ganglion cell movements
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Two types of retinal ganglion cell translocation

Somal translocation

- Directed with fast kinetics
- Basal process reattachement
- Stabilized apical microtubules

Multipolar translocation

- Directed with slower kinetics
- Loss of apical process
- Actin dependent

End result is similar

Icha et al., J. Cell Biol. 2016



Both modes impaired: translocation fails

Ath5-GFP 48hpf control Ath5-GFP 48hpf basal 
process block apical 
process stays



Impairment of both modes: Ectopic lamination

Serious problems with retinal lamination

Retinal ganglion cell translocation sets the stage for all 
further retinal lamination

PR

PR

RGC

BC

BC

Icha et al., J. Cell Biol. 2016



Retinal ganglion cell migration

Zebrafish Retina

Icha…Norden, JCB 2016



Retinal neuronal migration and lamination is complex

Zebrafish Retina

Weber...Norden, Cell Reports 2014, Chow…Harris and Norden, Development 2015, 
Icha…Norden, JCB 2016, Amini, Rocha, Norden, Frontiers, 2018



Moving on: Photoreceptors

Zebrafish Retina



Trajectory

Photoreceptors move bidirectionally before lamination

Photoreceptor
Apical

Retina

Apical

Basal



Photoreceptors move bidirectionally before lamination

TrajectoriesPhotoreceptor
Apical

Retina

!"#$%&'()*+(,,)$ n=41 cells from 14 embryos

Apical

Basal



Basal and apical movement show different kinetics

Basal translocation
~96 min ~54 min ~135 min

Apical TranslocationBasal pause

Apical

Basal

Fast and directed
Step-wise
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Understanding cells in tissue needs understanding of the tissue 

1- PRs undergo bidirectional migration

2- Different movements have different kinetics 
and mechanisms

3- PRs move to make space for progenitor cells

2- Different movements have different kinetics 
and mechanisms

1- PRs undergo bidirectional migration

Single cell behaviour Tissue properties



Retinal neuronal migration and lamination is complex

Zebrafish Retina

Weber...Norden, Cell Reports 2014, Chow…Harris and Norden, Development 2015, 
Icha…Norden, JCB 2016, Amini, Rocha, Norden, Frontiers, 2018
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You ain’t seen nothing yet: Horizontal cell migration…
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Horizontal cell migration behavior is non-predictable



Amini et al., 2019 Development

migration depth

Non-predictable migratory behaviors of horizontal cells
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Horizontal cell migration behavior is non-predictable



Horizontal cells divisions occur all along apico-basal axis

Does a cell cycle timer lead to varying migration and division behavior?



Horizontal cells do not follow a cells cycle timer

Is there any reproducible hall mark of horizontal cell behavior?
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Inner plexiform layer formation defines depth of migration



Horizontal cell behavior findings and open questions

- Finding 1: Quantitative analysis reveals that none of the followed parameters are stereotypic 

- Finding 2: All horizontal cells reach the amacrine cell layer before apical turning

- Questions 2: What sets the turning point? What is sensed?
- Question 1: What is the role of cell and tissue mechanical properties?

Amini et al., Development 2019



The future of retinal lamination research is bright!

Weber...Norden, Cell Reports 2014, Chow…Harris and Norden, Development 2015, 
Icha…Norden, JCB 2016, Amini, Rocha, Norden, Frontiers, 2018

Single cell behaviour Tissue properties



And neural lamination does not only occur in retina

Crucial for efficient neuronal circuit formation
Key Step of brain development

Neocortex

Santiago Ramon y Cajal

Hippocampus

Santiago Ramon y Cajal

Retina

Santiago Ramon y Cajal
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